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Mammalian CST (CTC1-STN1-TEN1) complex fulfills numerous functions including rescue of the stalled replication
forks and termination of telomerase action. In fission yeast lacking the CTC1 ortholog, the Stn1-Ten1 complex
restricts telomerase action via its sumoylation-mediated interaction with Tpz1TPP1. We identify a small ubiquitin-like
modifier (SUMO)–interacting motif (SIM) in the carboxyl-terminal part of Stn1 and show that this domain is crucial
for SUMO and Tpz1-SUMO interactions. Point mutations in the SIM (Stn1-226) lead to telomere elongation, impair
Stn1-Ten1 recruitment to telomeres, and enhance telomerase binding, revealing that Stn1 SIM domain contributes
to the inhibition of telomerase activity at chromosome ends. Our results suggest that Stn1-Ten1 promotes DNA
synthesis at telomeres to limit single-strand DNA accumulation. We further demonstrate that Stn1 functions in
the replication of telomeric and subtelomeric regions in a Taz1-independent manner. Genetic analysis reveals that
misregulation of origin firing and/or telomerase inhibition circumvents the replication defects of the stn1-226 mu-
tant. Together, our results show that the Stn1-Ten1 complex has a dual function at telomeres by limiting telomerase
action and promoting chromosome end replication.
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INTRODUCTION
Telomeres are nucleoprotein structures that protect chromosome ends
from degradation and ensure efficient replication of terminal DNA.
Telomeric DNA consists of G-rich repetitive sequences, ending in a
3′ single-stranded overhang (G-tail). In mammals, the so-called shelterin
complex (or telosome) is composed by telomeric repeat factor 1 (TRF1)
and TRF2 that bind the telomeric double-stranded DNA, RAP1 that as-
sociates with TRF2, POT1-TPP1 that bind single-strandedDNA (ssDNA)
overhang, and TIN2 that bridges the shelterin subcomplexes (1, 2).

To counteract telomere attrition that occurs at each cycle of DNA
replication, cells have a reverse transcriptase, the telomerase, that can
add DNA to the G-tail to elongate telomeres (2, 3). In humans, telo-
merase recruitment to telomeres is mediated by interaction between
the TEN domain of telomerase catalytic subunit TERT (4) and the
TEL patch of TPP1 (5, 6). After G-tail elongation, telomerase is
inhibited by the CST (CTC1-STN1-TEN1) complex (7, 8), which in-
teracts with the primase-Pola (Prim-Pola) complex for the synthesis
of the complementary C-rich strand (9, 10). Inhibition of telomerase is
thought to be achieved by primer sequestration and also by physical
interaction with POT1-TPP1 (8). In general, the CST also facilitates
replication of telomeric DNA and other fragile sites, likely by promot-
ing replication restart of the stalled replication forks (11, 12).However,
the molecular mechanism of action of CST at telomeres remains un-
clear (13).

The fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe became an attractive
model in the telomere field since the discovery of a shelterin-like struc-
ture (14), underscoring the evolutionary conservation of telomere
composition between fission yeast andmammals. The fission yeast shel-
terin complex consists of Taz1 that specifically binds to duplex telo-
meric DNA, the G-tail–binding protein Pot1, and the four telomeric
proteins Tpz1, Rap1, Poz1, and Ccq1 that link Taz1 and Pot1 through
a network of protein-protein interactions (15, 16). Taz1 is the homolog
of TRF1-2 and interacts with Rap1. Both proteins act as a negative reg-
ulator of the telomerase (17), but only Taz1 facilitates semiconservative
replication of telomeres (18). Pot1, the homolog of human POT1, as-
sociates with the G-strand overhang and binds to Tpz1, an ortholog of
mammalian TPP1. Despite the lack of any obvious homology with pro-
tein of other species, Poz1 bridges the Pot1-Tpz1 toTaz1-Rap1 andmay
suit for the role of a TIN2 ortholog, which bridges TRF2 to POT1-
TPP1 (14). Ccq1, which interacts with Tpz1, has no clear ortholog in
other organisms; however, it performs several telomeric functions
such as telomere protection and telomerase recruitment (19). The fis-
sion yeast telomerase complex includes the catalytic subunit Trt1TERT,
the regulatory subunit Est1, and the TER1TERC RNA. Subsequently to
Ccq1 phosphorylation by the Rad3ATR kinase and telomerase recruit-
ment (20, 21), Tpz1 is sumoylated on Lys242 by the E3-ligase Pli1 to
inhibit telomerase action, likely by recruitment of the Stn1-Ten1
complex (22–24). Stn1-Ten1 fulfills an important function in telomere
protection (25), although the third component of CST complex,
CTC1, is lacking in S. pombe (or has not been identified yet). The
N-terminal part of Stn1 (NStn1) contains an oligonucleotide binding
(OB)–fold domain that is required for interaction with Ten1, whereas
its C-terminal domain displays two winged helix-turn-helix motifs
(WH1-2) (26). WH domains are known to provide interface for sub-
strate binding, typically DNA (27). stn1 and ten1 are both essential
genes and deletion mutants eventually survive by circularizing their
chromosomes, suggesting that both proteins fulfill crucial functions
for telomere maintenance (25). More recently, a thermosensitive allele
(ts) of stn1 (stn1-1) has been isolated and characterized (28). At a restric-
tive temperature, stn1-1 cells lose their telomeric and subtelomeric se-
quences, suggesting that Stn1 is also required for semiconservative
replication of these regions. Despite these observations, the mechanism
of action of the Stn1-Ten1 heterodimer is not fully understood.
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As illustrated by the posttranslational modification of Tpz1, regula-
tion of telomere length in fission yeast depends on SUMOylation. De-
letion of pmt3 and pli1 genes encoding the small ubiquitin-likemodifier
(SUMO) peptide and the E3-ligase, respectively, cause telomere elonga-
tion (29, 30). SUMO modification is often recognized by a sequence
of amino acids that contains hydrophobic residues (V/I-X-V/I-V/I)
plus polar/acidic residues, named SUMO-interacting motif (SIM) or
SUMO-binding motif (31–33). Recent studies have shown that Stn1
interacts with SUMO (22, 23), suggesting that Stn1 has a SIM domain.
Here, we identified a SIMdomain in Stn1 and showed that thismotif is
crucial for SUMO and Tpz1-SUMO interactions. Mutations in the
SIM of Stn1 (stn1-226) cause a long-telomere phenotype. This pheno-
type results from a reduced recruitment of Stn1-Ten1 to telomeres and,
as a consequence, retention of telomerase at telomeres. Furthermore, we
uncovered an unexpected essential function of Stn1 in the replication of
telomeric and subtelomeric regions. Our data also suggest that Stn1-
Ten1 promotes the progression of replication fork through these re-
gions. Together, our results indicate that the Stn1-Ten1 complex has
a dual function at telomeres: First, it limits telomerase action, and sec-
ond, it contributes to chromosome end replication.
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RESULTS
Stn1 has a SIM domain
To understand how Stn1-Ten1 is recruited to telomeres, we analyzed
Stn1-Ten1 interaction with SUMO and a chimeric protein SUMO-
Tpz1243-420 (referred to as SUMO-Tpz1) thatwas previously characterized
in yeast two-hybrid assays (Y2H) (23). To this purpose, we constructed
a fusion protein thatmimics the Stn1-Ten1 complex.On the basis of the
crystal structure of the complex that shows that Ten1 interacts with the
NStn1, we engineered a protein fusion (Ten1Stn1) in which Ten1 is
separated fromStn1 by aGly15 amino acid linker. According to previous
results, we confirmed that Ten1Stn1 displays a strong interaction with
SUMO and SUMO-Tpz1 by Y2H (Fig. 1A), suggesting that the Stn1-
Ten1 complex has at least one SIM domain. Because SUMO-Tpz1 was
previously reported to interact with Stn1 (22, 23), we inferred that Stn1
interacted with SUMO and not with Ten1. To identify the location of
SIM domain in the Stn1 protein, we separately expressed the N-
terminal domain containing the OB-fold domain (NStn11–156) and
its C-terminal part (CStn1157–325) and assessed SUMO interaction
by Y2H. As expected, NStn1 strongly interacted with Ten1, in agree-
ment with crystal structure (26), but no interaction was detected with
SUMO (Fig. 1A). In contrast, we observed a robust interaction between
CStn1 and SUMO (Fig. 1A), indicating that the CStn1 contains SIM
domain(s).

Thus, we investigated the presence of the consensus SIM motif in
CStn1 by sequence analysis (33) and found a potential hydrophobic
core (226ILAL229) located in the first winged-helix-turn-helix motif
(WH1) of Stn1 (Fig. 1B). To assess the functional significance of the
putative SIM, we substituted leucine and isoleucine amino acids in this
motif by alanine (SIM 226AAAA229). Replacements of these hydropho-
bic residues by alanine are known to reduce SIM/SUMO interaction
(31). Thesemodifications of the SIM in CStn1 abolished the interaction
with SUMO and SUMO-Tpz1 in the Y2H assay (Fig. 1C).

Next, we introduced SIM point mutations into chromosomally en-
coded Stn1 using a pop-in/pop-out strategy. We generated a stn1-SIM
strain, referred to as stn1-226mutant. This stn1-226mutant was spotted
on yeast exract basemedium (YES) and YES-phloxine plates at 25°, 32°,
and 36°C (Fig. 1D). We observed that point mutations in SIM caused
Matmati et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaar2740 16 May 2018
growth defects at 36°C. At this temperature, cells displayed a dark pink
color in the presence of phloxine, which reflects cell sickness. At 32°C,
cell growth was not affected; however, dark pink–colored colonies were
visible. Growth retardation was detected 12 hours after temperature
shift to 36°C (Fig. 1D). Therefore, the stn1-226 allele behaved as a ts
mutant. Telomere length analysis at 25°C showed that SIM pointmuta-
tions caused a significant telomere elongation phenotype (Fig. 1E). The
length of telomeric repeated sequences was estimated at an average of
915 base pairs (bp) (SD= 37) in stn1-226, more than two times of that in
the wild-type (WT) strain [403 bp (SD = 61)]. We also noticed that ad-
dition of a 13-myc tag to the C terminus of Stn1 increased telomere
length in both WT and stn1-226 strains by about the same increment
(Fig. 1E). Together, these results indicate that the impediment of SUMO
recognition by Stn1 provokes telomere elongation and suggest that the
SIM domain of Stn1 is implicated in the recognition of the sumoylated
form of Tpz1.

We also investigated the CStn1/SUMO and CStn1/SUMO-Tpz1
interactions for two additional modifications in Stn1, namely, of the
195LIYL198, another potential hydrophobic core of a SIM domain that
was mutated to 195AAYA198 (Stn1-195) and of the L177M-M180I mu-
tations, which corresponds to the stn1-1 allele (Fig. 1B and fig. S1A)
(28). stn1-1 is a ts allele and displays a long-telomere phenotype com-
parable to the stn1-226 strain. Unlike the Stn1-226, which completely
abolished the interaction of CStn1 with SUMO and SUMO-Tpz1,
these two additional modifications retained the SUMO-binding capac-
ity (fig. S1, B and C).

To verify the function of the putative SIMs in vivo, we generated
heterozygous diploid stn1+/stn1-195–myc and stn1+/stn1-226–myc
strains, sporulated them, and analyzed the spore colonies bearing the
stn1-195 and stn1-226 alleles. The stn1-195–myc mutant displayed
normal growth and WT telomere length, whereas a growth defect at
36°C and elongated telomeres were observed in the stn1-226–mycmu-
tant (fig. S1, D to F), phenocopying the stn1-1 mutant (28). Thus, the
Stn1-1 protein retained SUMO interaction, although stn1-1 cells had
long telomeres similar to those in stn1-226 cells. We also inferred that
the 195LIYL198 motif does not function as a strict SIM domain in con-
trast to the 226ILAL229 motif (Stn1-226). Curiously, the Stn1-75 protein
that also carries a mutation in the 195LIYL198 hydrophobic core of Stn1
(L198S) conferred a ts phenotype (23). This apparent discrepancy ob-
served between the stn1-195–myc and stn1-75 allelesmight be explained
by the fact that the hydrophobic amino acid L198 was replaced by a
polar residue (serine) in the stn1-75 protein. Notably, we were unable
to generate the stn1-195-226–myc strain, suggesting that bothmutations
cause cell lethality. These results prompted us to investigate the effect of
Stn1 SIM mutations (stn1-226) in telomere length regulation.

Stn1 interaction with Tpz1 is lost in stn1-226 cells
To rule out the possibility that the Stn1-226 mutations affected the
interaction between Stn1 and Ten1, we monitored Stn1/Ten1 inter-
action in WT stn1+ and stn1-226 cells at permissive and restrictive
temperatures. Pulldown of Ten1-Flag was performed, and co-IP of
Stn1-myc was analyzed. An interaction between Stn1-myc and Ten1-
Flag was detected in both WT and stn1-226 cells at both temperatures,
although expression level of Ten1-Flag was lower at 25°C than at 36°C
(Fig. 1F). This interaction was confirmed by Y2H (Fig. 1G). Similarly, we
monitored the interaction between the Stn1-Ten1 complex and Tpz1
using the Ten1Stn1 fusion in the Y2H assay (Fig. 1H). We observed that
Ten1Stn1-226 no longer interacted either with SUMO-Tpz1 or with
SUMO, although these interactions were robust with the nonmutated
2 of 14
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Fig. 1. Mutations of the Stn1 SIM domain lead to elongated telomeres. (A and C) Y2H analysis of budding yeast strain carrying the indicated plasmids. The indicated proteins
were fused either to B42 activating domain (B42-AD) or to LexA DNA binding domain. Cells were grown and spotted on selective medium (-TRP and -HIS) to select the two Y2H
plasmids and tested for the activation of either Leu2 or LacZ reporters. (B) Schematic representation of the Stn1 and Ten1 proteins. The NStn1 contains the OB-fold domain that
interactswith Ten1,whereas theCStn1 contains theWH1-2. The SIMdomain that starts at position 226 is embedded into theWH1. The IRQMand the IIYLmotifsmutated in the stn1-1
and stn1-195 alleles are also represented, respectively. (D) Analysis of viability of the indicated strains at different temperatures. Left: Cells were grown at 25°C, then serially diluted
(fivefold), and plated on YES-rich medium either complemented or not with phloxine. Pink color reflects impaired growth. The stn1-226 allele carries mutations in SIM (226ILAL229 to
226AAAA229). Right: Growth curve ofWT and stn1-226 strains. Both strainswere cultured at 25°C in YESmediumand then shifted to 36°C for 24 hours. (E) GenomicDNA from cells with
the indicated genotype was prepared, digested with Apa I, and analyzed by Southern blotting with a radiolabeled telomeric DNA probe. (F) Stn1/Ten1 interaction is analyzed by
coimmunoprecipitation (co-IP). Pulldown was carried out using anti-Flag (M2, mouse monoclonal antibody) from cell extracts prepared from indicated cultures carried out at 25°C if
not specified. The co-IP of Stn1 was monitored using anti-myc (9E10, mouse monoclonal antibody). (G) Ten1-Stn1 interaction analyzed by Y2H. Cells were grown and spotted on
selective medium (-TRP and -HIS) and tested for activation of LacZ reporter. Image is displayed on black and white background to visualize the blue color. (H) Ten1Stn1 interactions
with SUMO, SUMO-Tpz1, and Tpz1 analyzed by Y2H. Cells were grown and spotted on selective medium (-TRP and -HIS) and tested for activation of Leu2 and/or LacZ reporters.
Matmati et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaar2740 16 May 2018 3 of 14
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formof Ten1Stn1 fusion.Notably, the interaction betweenTen1Stn1-226
and Tpz1 was also impaired, suggesting that SIM and/or CStn1 is
involved inTpz1/Ten1Stn1 recognition regardless of Tpz1 SUMOylation
status. Overall, these results showed thatmutations in the SIMdomain of
Stn1 retained the interactionwithTen1but lost the interactionwithTpz1.
Notably, we could notmanage to set up robust and convincing pulldown
assays of Tpz1-Flag and Stn1-myc or Stn1-226–myc, suggesting that Stn1
transiently interacts with Tpz1.

Stn1 SIM domain is important for telomerase inhibition
BecauseTpz1 SUMOylation is thought to promote Stn1-Ten1 recruitment
and to limit telomerase action (22, 23), we reasoned that the lengthening
of telomeres in stn1-226mutantmight result from Stn1-Ten1 recruitment
defect at telomeres. Thus, we analyzed by chromatin-immunoprecipitation
(ChIP) the binding of Stn1, Ten1, and Est1 in WT stn1+ and stn1-226
asynchronous cells at telomeres. The recruitment of Stn1-226 at telomeres
was significantly reduced compared to WT Stn1 (Fig. 2A). The SIM
mutation did not completely abolish Stn1 recruitment because a small
fraction of Stn1-mycwas still associatedwith telomeres in stn1-226 cells.
Consistent with these results, Ten1-Flag binding to telomere was de-
creased to the same level in the stn1-226 mutant (Fig. 2A). In marked
contrast to what was observed for Stn1 and Ten1, the binding of Est1 at
telomeres was significantly increased in the stn1-226 mutant (Fig. 2A).
Increased Est1 recruitment was in agreementwith the elongated telomere
phenotype of the stn1-226 mutant. These results indicated that the
Stn1 SIM domain promotes the recruitment of Stn1-Ten1 to telomeres
at the expense of telomerase binding. This also suggests that Stn1-Ten1 is
recruited at a basal level to telomeres either through a SUMO-independent
Tpz1 interaction or perhaps through a direct binding to ssDNA.

tpz1K242R stn1-226 double mutant survives with
circular chromosomes
To further investigate the role of Stn1-Ten1 in telomere length regula-
tion, we used the nonsumoylatable form of Tpz1 mutant (tpz1K242R al-
lele) (22, 23). Because both tpz1K242R and stn1-226 mutants displayed
long telomeres, we asked whether these mutations are epistatic. Tetrad
dissection analysis revealed that the spores bearing both tpz1K242R and
stn1-226mutations grew at a slower rate than the corresponding single
mutants (Fig. 2B). Further investigation of their telomere status by
Southern blotting revealed the absence of telomeric signal in the
tpz1K242R stn1-226 double mutant (Fig. 2B). To test whether tpz1K242R

stn1-226 cells have circular chromosomes (34, 35), we performed
pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) analysis of genomic DNA. As
shown in Fig. 2C, the entire chromosomes of tpz1K242R stn1-226 cells
did not enter the gel. Further PFGE and Southern hybridization analysis
of the Not I–digested genomic DNA samples with the C-I-M-L probes
(Fig. 2C) showed the characteristic pattern of circularized chromosomes
(35), thereby confirming that tpz1K242R stn1-226 cells survived by circu-
larization of their chromosomes. Thus, the combination of tpz1K242R

and stn1-226 alleles leads to complete loss of telomeres, mimicking, to
some extent, the phenotype of the stn1Dmutant (25). This prompted us
to investigate the impact of K242R on Ten1Stn1-Tpz1 interaction using
Y2H and b-galactosidase activitymeasurement. As previously shown in
Fig. 1H, the SIM226 mutation abrogated the interaction of Ten1Stn1
with Tpz1, whereas the K242R only reduced Ten1Stn1-Tpz1 interac-
tion (from7 to 3 or 5b-galactosidaseU) (Fig. 2D), confirmingpublished
results (22). By comparison, the strength of interaction between
Ten1Stn1 and SUMO or SUMO-Tpz1, measured under the same
conditions, is six- to sevenfold higher than the one of Ten1Stn1 with
Matmati et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaar2740 16 May 2018
Tpz1 (around 50 b-galactosidase U). Together, these results show that
mutations in the SIM domain of Stn1, besides abrogating the Stn1 recog-
nition of SUMO-Tpz1, fully abolish the interaction between Ten1Stn1
and Tpz1. The b-galactosidase assay did not allow determination of
whether the K242R mutation exacerbated the defect of the SIM226 mu-
tation on the Ten1Stn1-Tpz1 interaction. However, it showed that the
Tpz1-K242Rmutation by itself affected Tpz1 interaction with Ten1Stn1.
These observations unveil a fine regulation of Stn1-Ten1 recruitment at
telomeres that relies mainly on SUMO-SIM recognition but also on a di-
rect interaction with Tpz1. These observations might explain why the
tpz1K242R stn1-226mutant, in which Stn1-Ten1 recruitment at telomeres
is likely fully impaired, exhibits a stn1D- and ten1D-like phenotype (25).

Stn1 sustains telomeric and subtelomeric DNA replication
To gain insight into the Stn1 functions, we took advantage of the ts phe-
notype of the stn1-226 mutant and monitored telomere stability by
Southern blotting after a temperature shift to 36°C (Fig. 3A). The telo-
meric signal rapidly decreased, whereas it remained constant in theWT
strain. The membrane was stripped and rehybridized with a subtelo-
meric probe (STE1) (Fig. 3B). Surprisingly, the subtelomeric signal also
faded at a restrictive temperature in stn1-226 but later than the telomeric
signal, as it has been described for the stn1-1 allele (28). These observa-
tions indicated that the Stn1 SIM domain plays a crucial function in the
replication of the telomeric and subtelomeric regions.

Because collapsed forks are often rescued by a homologous recom-
bination pathway, we combined the stn1-226 allele with rad51Dmutant.
The doublemutant grew at a slower rate than each singlemutant even at
25°C, indicating that Rad51 is required in stn1-226 cells even at a per-
missive temperature (Fig. 3C).We therefore analyzed telomere length at
25°C in the double rad51D stn1-226 strain (Fig. 3D). Strikingly, stn1-226
cells lacking Rad51 exhibited a partial loss of their telomeric and sub-
telomeric sequences even at 25°C, comparable to stn1-226 at a restrictive
temperature. PFGE experiments further showed that rad51D stn1-226
cells exhibit rearranged and partially circularized chromosomes (Fig.
3E), thereby confirming that stn1-226 requires a fully functional
Rad51-dependant pathway. At a high temperature, the rad51 deletion
exacerbated the synthetic sickness of the rad51D stn1-226 cells (Fig. 3F).
Overall, these observations indicated that replication stress in the stn1-
226 mutant, even at a permissive temperature, requires a functional
Rad51 to maintain the telomeric and subtelomeric regions.

To better understand the nature of theDNA replication defect in the
stn1-226 mutant, we investigated replication intermediates by two-
dimensional gel electrophoresis (2D-gel) at telomeres, as previously de-
scribed (18, 36). Genomic DNA samples from the parental WT and
stn1-226 cells, grown at permissive and restrictive temperatures, were
analyzed after Nsi I digestion by Southern blotting with a subtelomeric
STE1 probe. In the first dimension, we observed four distinct bands for
the parental WT, but only one thick and smeared band was detected in
the stn1-226 mutant (Fig. 4A). Accordingly, Y structures that corre-
spond to the unidirectional moving of the replication forks within the
Nsi I fragment were visualized in the WT strain at both temperatures,
whereas these structures were not detected in stn1-226 cells (Fig. 4B).
Replication of telomeric regions seemed to be severely affected in
stn1-226 at 25°C, leading to superimposed Y arcs mimicking, to some
extent, the taz1D phenotype (18). At a restrictive temperature, the repli-
cation intermediates were not detected, in agreement with the disappear-
ance of telomeric and subtelomeric sequences. Genomic DNA samples
were also digested with BamHI and analyzed by Southern blotting using
a probe specific for the replication fork barrier at ribosomal DNA
4 of 14
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Fig. 2. Stn1 SIMmutations affect Stn1-Ten1 recruitment and enhance telomerase binding to telomeres. (A) Telomere association of Stn1, Ten1, and Est1 monitored with
dot blot ChIP assays. ChIP experiments were performed using samples collected from 25°C exponentially growing WT stn1+ and stn1-226 cells carrying the indicated epitope-
tagged proteins. Error bars indicate the SEM frommultiple independent experiments (n = 3); P values are calculated from two-tailed t test (**P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.005). (B) Top:
Growth of spores carrying the indicated genotypes. Bottom: Telomere length analysis of two tetrads by Southern blottingwith a radiolabeled telomeric DNAprobe. GenomicDNA
was digested with Apa I restriction enzyme. (C) Left: PFGE stained by ethidium bromide (EtBr) of intact chromosomes from WT strain, parental tpz1K242R and stn1-226 single
mutants, and tpz1K242R stn1-226doublemutants grown at 25°C. Chromosomes I, II, and III were stable in singlemutants, whereas they did not enter into the gel in doublemutants.
Right: Not I–digested genomic DNAwas subjected to PFGE, transferred to nitrocellulose membrane, and hybridized with probes of telomere proximal fragments C, I, M, and L. In
tpz1K242R stn1-226 double mutants, these fragments were absent and have been replaced by DNA fragments C + M and L + I. This modification in the Not I–digested pattern is
characteristic of chromosome circularization. (D) Ten1Stn1 interactions with Tpz1 analyzed by Y2H in differentmutants. Cells were grown and spotted on selectivemedium (-TRP
and -HIS) and tested for activation of Leu2 and/or LacZ reporters. Y2H interaction was quantified by measurement of b-galactosidase activity.
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Fig. 3. Telomeric and subtelomeric regions are lost in stn1-226 at a high temperature. (A and B) WT and stn1-226 strains were cultivated at 25°C in YESmedium and then
shifted at 36°C for 24 hours. Genomic DNAwas prepared, digestedwith Apa I restriction enzyme, and analyzed by Southernblottingwith radiolabeled probes, telomeric probe
(A), subtelomeric STE1 probe (B), and a chromosomic probe (used as a loading control). Quantification of normalized telomeric signal over chromosomic signal is shown in the
lower panel. Error bars indicate the average from two independent experiments. At a restrictive temperature, both telomeric and subtelomeric signals disappeared in stn1-226.
(C) Synthetic sickness of rad51D and stn1-226 alleles. Spore colonies, resulting from tetrad dissection of a mating between rad51D and stn1-226mutants, were grown at 25°C.
(D) Telomere length analysis of indicated strains grown at 25°C. Genomic DNA was prepared, digested with Apa I restriction enzyme, and analyzed by Southern blotting with
radiolabeled telomeric, subtelomeric (STE1), and chromosomic probes (loading control). At a permissive temperature, the telomeric and subtelomeric signal disappeared in
both rad51D stn1-226 double mutants. (E) Left: PFGE stained by ethidium bromide of intact chromosomes from WT strain, stn1-226, rad51D, and stn1-226 rad51D mutants
grown at 25°C. Chromosomes I, II, and III entered into the gel. Right: Not I–digested genomic DNA was subjected to PFGE, transferred to nitrocellulose membrane, and
hybridized with probes of telomere proximal fragments C, I, M, and L. The rad51D stn1-226 4D clone exhibited a partial circularization of its chromosomes, whereas clone
1D displayed a rearranged profile with partial circularization. (F) Analysis of viability of the indicated strains at 25° and 36°C. Cells were grown at 25°C, then serially diluted, and
plated on YES-rich medium either complemented or not with phloxine.
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(rDNA) (rDNA-RFB probe) (Fig. 4C). This allowed us to control the
quality of the 2D-gel samples and also to visualize replication inter-
mediates at a locus that is difficult to replicate, similar to telomeres.
Pausing of replication forks at the RFB site causes the accumulation
of identical Y structures visible as three distinct spots (RFB1-3) on the
Y arc (37, 38). X-shaped DNA structures are thought to arise either
from converged forks or from recombination associated with DNA
replication. Indistinctly, similar Y-arc and X-spike DNA structures
were detected in both WT and stn1-226 at either 25° or 36°C (Fig.
4C). Thus, we concluded that Stn1 is involved in the replication of telo-
meric and subtelomeric regions but not of the rDNA locus.

Stn1 functions in telomeric DNA replication in parallel to Taz1
Many obstacles challenge the replication fork progression at telo-
meres, and some telomere-associated proteins are known to play an
important role in promoting efficient replication (39). In fission yeast,
Taz1 and the replication protein A (RPA) complex are directly
involved in telomere replication but act in two distinct pathways.
Taz1 protein promotes replication fork progression through telomeric
repeats (16, 18), whereas RPA prevents G-richDNA structures forma-
tion, including G-quadruplexes, at lagging-strand telomeres (36). Dis-
tinctly, Rif1 is globally involved in the temporal control of DNA
replication (40, 41). Thus, we analyzed the genetic interaction between
stn1-226 and rpa1-D223Y and taz1D and rif1D mutants. Analysis of
tetrad dissections and spot assays showed that rpa1-D223Y and
stn1-226 did not exhibit any genetic interaction at either 25° or 36°C
(Fig. 5A). Southern blot analysis revealed that the stn1-226 rpa1-
D223Y double mutant has telomeres of an intermediate size between
the short telomeres of rpa1-D223Y and the long ones of stn1-226
(Fig. 5A).One interpretationwould be that loss of telomerase regulation
in stn1-226 cells compensates the telomere shortening caused by the
G-quadruplex unwindingdefect in the rpa1-D223Ymutant. In contrast,
deletion of taz1+ exacerbated the ts phenotype when combined with the
stn1-226 allele at a restrictive temperature (Fig. 5B). Surprisingly, telo-
meres were totally lost in stn1-226 taz1D cells at a permissive tempera-
ture (Fig. 5B). PFGE analysis showed that taz1D stn1-226 chromosomes
did not enter into the gel (Fig. 5C). Further Southern hybridization anal-
ysis of Not I–digested genomic DNA revealed that double mutant did
not exhibit the classical C-I-M-L pattern of linear chromosomes, sug-
gesting that stn1-226 taz1D cells underwent catastrophic chromosome
rearrangements. We could not distinguish L + I fragments in stn1-226
taz1D cells, indicating that double mutants may not survive by circular-
izing their chromosomes but rather have linear HAATI-like chromo-
somes (42). The stn1-226 taz1D did not display a growth defect at 25°C,
although it loses telomeric sequences as does the tpz1K242R stn1-226
double mutant that displays circular chromosomes (Fig. 2C). This
might suggest that chromosome rearrangements occur differently in
the stn1-226 taz1D cells.

In contrast, when the stn1-226 allele was combined with rif1+ dele-
tion, we observed a complete rescue of the ts phenotype of the stn1-226
mutant (Fig. 5D), similar to what has been previously observed in the
stn1-1 cells (28). Telomere length analysis showed that stn1-226 rif1D
harbored very long telomeres in comparison to each single mutant,
showing that the control of telomere length by Stn1 and Rif1 is inde-
pendent. Rif1 is a multifaceted protein that is involved in yeast in telo-
merase inhibition (17, 43), cytokinesis (44), and, as mentioned above, in
the timing of the replication (40, 41). These functions depend on Rif1
association with PP1 phosphatases (Dis2 and Sds21 in fission yeast)
(44, 45). To test whether the rescue of stn1-226 phenotypes by rif1D is
Matmati et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaar2740 16 May 2018
phenocopied by the rif1-PP1 allele, we combined stn1-226 with rif1-
PP1. We observed that rif1-PP1 suppresses the ts phenotype of stn1-
226 but to a lesser extent than rif1D (Fig. 5D). This observation is in
agreement with the result of Takikawa et al. (28), who identified dis2
and sds21 deletions as suppressors of the stn1-1 ts phenotype. Thus,
the suppression of Stn1-226 defects by rif1 deletion is partiallymediated
by PP1 phosphatases.

We further constructed a stn1-226 rap1D doublemutant. Rap1 shares
with Rif1 the negative regulation of telomerase (17, 18). We found that
rap1D partially suppresses the stn1-226 ts phenotype (Fig. 5E), suggest-
ing that the release of telomerase inhibition in rap1D and rif1D also par-
ticipates to the suppression of stn1-226 phenotypes at a restrictive
temperature. Because taz1D also alleviates telomerase inhibition, it also
suggests that the synergic effect observed in taz1D stn1-226 is caused by
a defect of replication fork progression at telomeres. Collectively, these
observations indicate that origin firing and high activity of telomerase
both possibly circumvent the impediment of telomere replication at a
high temperature caused by mutation in the SIM domain of Stn1. We
also cannot rule out the fact that telomere replication defect of Stn1-226
provokes telomere entanglements at anaphase and that the deletion of
rif1+ suppresses potential cytokinesis defect of stn1-226 cells, as it does
in taz1D (17).

Overexpression of catalytic subunit of Pola rescues stn1-226
As shown above, our results indicate that Stn1 promotes DNA replica-
tion at telomeres and subtelomeres. Although we could not detect sig-
nificant impediment of replication at rDNA, we asked whether Stn1 is
required when replication is challenged by DNA-damaging agents. The
stn1-226mutant was spotted on YES plates in the presence of campto-
thecin, methyl methanesulfonate, and hydroxyurea (Fig. 6A). We ob-
served that the stn1-226 mutant exhibited sensitivity to all three
drugs, a phenotype that is suppressed by the rif1 deletion (fig. S2A).
These results indicate that Stn1 is required when replication forks are
slowed down or stalled after DNAdamage, likely to promote DNA syn-
thesis or fork restart. To test this hypothesis, we overexpressed the cat-
alytic subunit of the DNA polymerase a (Pol1) from the pREP41-Pol1
plasmid in stn1-226 cells.We observed that Pol1 overexpression slightly
rescued the ts phenotype of stn1-226 (Fig. 6B). To confirm this effect, we
measured the plating efficiency of stn1-226–overexpressing Pol1. Figure
6C shows the ratio of colony-forming units (CFU) at 32° and 36°C over
the CFU at 25°C. Plating efficiency at 32° and 36°C was reduced to 54
and 20% in stn1-226 cells, respectively. When Pol1 was expressed,
plating efficiency at 36°C increased up to 38%. This confirmed that
Pol1 overexpression is able to partially rescue the thermosensitivity of
stn1-226. Next, we asked whether overexpression of Pol1 is also capable
of preventing the loss of telomeric sequences at a restrictive tempera-
ture. stn1-226 andWT cells were grown at 25°C and shifted up to 36°C
for 24 hours. Teloblot analysis revealed that the presence of ectopically
expressed Pol1 limits the loss telomeric signal (Fig. 6D). Quantifica-
tion of several independent experiments showed that the
complementation was significant, although it was only partial (likely
because of the lack of the primase complex), suggesting that Stn1-
Ten1 is required to reinitiate DNA synthesis at stalled or collapsed
replication forks.

stn1-226 accumulates telomeric ssDNA at permissive and
restrictive temperatures
This study reveals that Stn1 has two functions at telomeres: It limits
telomerase action and promotes chromosome end replication. If the
7 of 14
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Fig. 4. Stn1 is required to promote efficient replication of telomeric regions. (A) Relative position of the restriction sites in the subtelomeric regions of chromo-
somes I and II. The subtelomeric probe (STE1) that is used for 2D-gel hybridization (see below) is represented. Cen, centromere. Southern blot analysis of Nsi I telomeric
fragments (first dimension) from the parental WT strain and stn1-226mutant revealed by STE1 probe. (B) 2D-gel analysis of Nsi I telomeric fragments of WT and stn1-226
strains at 25°C and after 24 hours at 36°C. The first dimension of the EtBr-stained gel was photographed before the second dimension. The Y-arc pattern is generated by
unidirectional movement of a replication fork across each telomeric fragment shown in the first dimension. The cone-shaped signal represents four-way DNA junctions
(double Y). Quantification of the total replication intermediate signal over the linear arc signal of rDNA is presented. N.A., not available. (C) Top: Map of the rDNA
repeats. Boxes indicate the ars3001 and the RFB pause sites (P). The restriction enzyme sites are indicated (H, Hind III; B, Bam HI; K, Kpn I; S, Sac I; E, Eco RI). Left: Diagram
of the migration pattern of replication intermediates that can be detected by 2D-gel electrophoresis. Right: 2D-gel analysis of rDNA RFB site in WT and stn1-226 strains
at permissive and restrictive temperatures. The first dimension of the EtBr-stained gel was photographed before the second dimension. Quantification of the total
replication intermediate signal over the linear arc signal is presented. The Eco RI–Eco RI fragment is used as a probe.
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Fig. 5. Genetic interactionsof stn1-226allelewith rpa1-D223Y, taz1D, rif1D, rif1-PP1, and rap1D. (A to E) Tetrad dissections, telomere length analysis, and viability of the
indicated spore colonies are shown. Analysis of viability was carried out at 25° and 36°C. Cells were grown at 25°C, then serially diluted (fivefold), and plated on YES-rich
medium. Cells were grown at 25°C, and genomic DNA was digested with Apa I restriction enzyme for telomere Southern blotting analysis. Loading control corresponds to a
2.4-kbp fragment of a chromosomic region. (C) Left: PFGE stained by ethidium bromide of intact chromosomes from WT strain, parental taz1D and stn1-226 single mutants,
and taz1D stn1-226 double mutants. Chromosomes I, II, and III were stable in single mutants, whereas they did not enter into the gel in double mutants. Right: Not I–digested
genomic DNA was subjected to PFGE, transferred to nitrocellulose membrane, and hybridized with probes of telomere proximal fragments C, I, M, and L. In taz1D stn1-226
double mutant, these fragments were absent, suggesting that chromosomes are circular.
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Fig. 6. Stn1-Ten1 promotes DNA synthesis at telomeres to limit ssDNA accumulation. (A) WT and stn1-226 cells were grown at 25°C, then serially diluted (fivefold), and
plated on YES-rich medium in the presence of the indicated drugs. (B) WT and stn1-226 cells containing pREP41 (empty vector) or pREP41-Pol1 plasmids were grown at 25°C in
selective medium (PMG UAH), then serially diluted (fivefold), and plated. Plates were incubated at 25°, 32°, and 36°C. (C) Plating efficiencies were measured for WT and stn1-226
cells containing pREP41 (empty vector) or pREP41-Pol1 plasmids. Cells were grown at 25°C in selectivemedium and enumerated, and approximately a thousand cells were plated
in triplicate. Plateswere incubated at 25°, 32°, and 36°C. Theplating efficiencywas calculated by determining the ratio of CFU at 32° and 36°C aboveCFU at 25°C. Error bars indicate
the SEM frommultiple independent experiments (n = 4); P values are calculated from two-tailed t test (****P < 0.0001). (D) Overexpression of Pol1 partially complements stn1-226
defects. stn1-226 strains containing either pREP41 (empty vector) or pREP41-Pol1 were cultivated at 25°C in selective medium (PMG UAH) and then shifted at 36°C for 24 hours.
Genomic DNAwas prepared, digestedwith Eco RI restriction enzyme, and analyzed by Southern blottingwith radiolabeled telomeric and chromosomic probes. Quantification of
telomeric signal over chromosomic signal is presented. Error bars indicate the SEM frommultiple independent experiments (n = 3); P values are calculated from two-tailed t test
(***P < 0.005). (E) Analysis of Nsi I–digested genomic DNAwas performed using in-gel nondenaturing hybridization, using a telomeric C probe. The same gel was denatured and
rehybridized with the same probe and then hybridized again with a chromosomic probe (loading control). The G-strand signal intensities were quantified, and the ratio of
intensities for nondenatured signal over denatured loading signal was calculated and plotted. (F) Dual action of Stn1-Ten1 complex at telomeres. Left: The Stn1-Ten1 complex
acts as a modulator of telomerase action through the SIM domain of Stn1 and likely promotes the synthesis of the complementary strand by facilitating Pola action at telomere
extremities. Right: At the subtelomeric and telomeric regions, the slowdownof the replication forkmay accentuate the accumulation of nascent ssDNA. Thus, accessory factors are
required to promote the replications of telomeres. The Stn1-Ten1 complex is likely required to either initiate or facilitate de novo DNA synthesis by the Prim-Pola complex. The
interaction of Stn1with a sumoylated partner through its SIM domain remains hypothetical. Stn1-Ten1 acts in a pathway that is independent of Taz1 and also distinct fromRad51,
which might be required to protect nascent ssDNA at stalled fork at telomeres.
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functionof Stn1(-Ten1) contributes toDNAsynthesis either for the syn-
thesis of complementary strands or during the replication of telomeric/
subtelomeric regions, then one could expect to detect an increase of
telomeric ssDNA in stn1-226 background. Therefore, we performed
in-gel nondenaturing hybridizationwith a C-rich probe to detect telo-
meric G-strands in Nsi I–digested DNA fromWT and stn1-226 cells
collected either at 25°C or after 2, 4, and 8 hours at 36°C. Then, the gel
was denatured and rehybridized with the same C-rich probe or the
loading control probe (Fig. 6E). The ratio, nondenatured/loading con-
trol, reflects the amount of exposed single-stranded G-strand. We ob-
served a substantial increase of G-strand signal compared to WT in
stn1-226 cells at 25°C, which was further increased at 36°C. Further-
more, inactivation of Exo1 significantly limited the accumulation of
ssDNA, suggesting that the stn1-226 allele generates free 5′DNA ends
sensitive to Exo1 resection. Notably, the deletion of the exo1 gene
also suppresses the growth phenotype of stn1-226 cells (fig. S2B).
Overall, this indicates that stn1-226 cells exhibit higher levels of G-
strand overhang compared to WT and likely accumulate telomeric
ssDNA during replication.
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DISCUSSION
We identified in fission yeast the SIM in the Stn1 protein. When mu-
tated, this motif provokes the elongation of telomeres. This phenotype
is caused by the reduced ability of the Stn1-Ten1 complex to bind telo-
meres and the concomitant increase of telomerase recruitment, there-
by indicating that the Stn1 SIM domain contributes to limit telomerase
action. In addition, mutations in the SIM domain confer to Stn1 a ts
phenotype.We demonstrated that at a high temperature, stn1-226 cells
lose telomeric repeats and subtelomeric regions, emphasizing the role
of Stn1 in the replication of these regions. It is likely that at a high tem-
perature, changes in the Stn1 structure modify Stn1 interaction with
other partners than Ten1 (for example, unsumoylated Tpz1 or as yet
to be identified proteins), explaining the dual function of the Stn1-
Ten1 complex (Fig. 6F).

The stn1-226 allele shares common phenotypes with the previously
described stn1-1 mutant (28). Both have elongated telomeres, and the
loss of subtelomeric/telomeric sequences observed at a restrictive tem-
perature is rescued by rif1D. Despite these similarities, both alleles be-
have differently on a number of points. In contrast to Stn1-1, SIM
mutations fully abrogate interaction with SUMOand SUMO-Tpz1 that
seems to confer to the stn1-226 allele more severe phenotypes. At a per-
missive temperature, replication of the telomere is substantially im-
paired (Fig. 3B) and accumulation of telomeric ssDNA is significantly
increased in stn1-226 cells (Fig. 6E). The absence of Exo1 partially sup-
presses telomeric ssDNA accumulation and the growth defect exhibited
by stn1-226 cells, whereas Exo1 inactivation has no impact in stn1-1
cells. Collectively, our results might reveal that recognition of sumoy-
lated partners is critical for Stn1 function in telomere replication and
shed light on the mechanism of Stn1 recruitment (Fig. 6F).

Unexpectedly, when the stn1-226 allele is combinedwith the tpz1K242R

mutant, a nonsumoylatable form of Tpz1, the double mutant exhibits
circular chromosomes, a severe phenotype provoked by the rapid loss of
telomeres that is inconsistent with an epistatic relationship between the
two mutations. Although it was unexpected, this observation unveils a
tightly regulated control of Stn1-Ten1 recruitment at a telomere that
is mediated by SUMOylation of Tpz1, the SIM of Stn1, and likely by
SUMO-independent interactions between Stn1-Ten1 and Tpz1. This
also indicates that the function of the SIM of Stn1 is not limited to
Matmati et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaar2740 16 May 2018
the modulation of the interaction between the Stn1 and Tpz1 proteins,
which curbs the action of telomerase. Our results suggest that Stn1 is
involved via its SIM in the functional interaction with other partner(s),
and this interaction is crucial for telomere integrity in the absence of
Tpz1 SUMOylation at K242 (Fig. 6F).

Although the requirement of Stn1-Ten1 in the replication of chro-
mosome ends is unambiguous, themechanism of action of the complex
remains unknown. Genetic analysis shows that Stn1-Ten1 likely pro-
motes the progression of replication forks through telomeric regions
in synergy with Taz1. The accumulation of G-rich ssDNA and the par-
tial rescue of stn1-226 phenotype conferred by the overexpression of the
catalytic subunit of Pola suggest that Stn1-Ten1 is required to facilitate
de novo DNA synthesis by the Prim-Pola complex. This result is also
consistent with the growth defect observed in stn1-226 rad51D cells. An
interpretation would be that Rad51 protects nascent ssDNA (46) and
Stn1 limits its accumulation by promoting DNA synthesis at ssDNA
gaps (Fig. 6F). Notably, these observations do not preclude the possibil-
ity that Rad51 and Stn1 also act together to limit nascent ssDNA accu-
mulation at stalled replication forks, as it has been described in human
cells (47). Therefore, one could imagine that Stn1-Ten1 stimulates Pola
at chromosome ends in a manner similar to that of RPA in the gap-
filling reaction. It has been shown recently in human cells that STN1
alone stimulates the activity of Prim-Pola complex through a direct in-
teraction with POLA2, the regulatory subunit of Pola (48). Here, we
were unable to show any interaction between the Stn1-Ten1 complex
and the different components of the Prim-Pola complex by Y2H. It
may that this interaction involves several protein surfaces, explaining
our negative Y2H results. How to explain the requirement of Stn1-
Ten1 for the replication of subtelomeric and telomeric regions? One
possibility is that the poor processivity of the Pola, which may simply
fall off while replicating “difficult” sequences, requires accessory factors,
such as Stn1-Ten1, to reinitiate theDNA synthesis andRad51 to protect
ssDNA.

One interesting observation is that stn1-226 defects are fully
complemented by the deletion of rif1+. Rif1 is a multifaceted protein
that is involved in fission yeast in telomerase inhibition, in cytokinesis,
and in the timing of the replication at a high temperature (49). In
budding yeast, ScRif1 also exhibits a DNA repair function as the human
RIF1 (50, 51). One possibility is that firing of dormant or cryptic origins
in the subtelomeric regions restores the progression of DNA replication
into the telomeric regions. Another attractive hypothesis would be that
Stn1 is directly involved in promoting the origin firing process, partic-
ularly at subtelomeric regions. The involvement of telomerase is less ev-
ident, but one could imagine that telomerase processes free DNA ends
generated by the collapse of replication forks in telomeric sequences
(52). One other hypothesis would be that deletion of rif1+ promotes
the resolution of telomere entanglements that may arise in stn1-226
cells. In the future, we will address these questions to establish the ge-
netic connections that exist between Stn1 and Rif1 proteins.

Because human CST shares common characteristics with the Stn1-
Ten1 fission yeast complex, we asked whether SUMOylation-mediated
accumulation of STN1-TEN1 at telomeres might be conserved in
humans. We identified several potential motifs in human CSTN1 that
resemble SIMs domains, and we used the Y2H approach to monitor
CSTN1/SUMO1-3 interactions. We failed to detect these interactions,
suggesting that SUMOylation-dependent recruitment of STN1-TEN1
might not be a conserved feature in humans.We can hypothesize that
S. pombe cells could eventually compensate the absence of CTC1 by the
Tpz1-SUMO/SIM-Stn1 interaction. Collectively, our results demonstrate
11 of 14
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that Stn1-Ten1 in fission yeast shares two common functions with hu-
man CST: It limits telomerase activity and plays an important role in
telomere replication (Fig. 6F). This raises the question of how Stn1-
Ten1 is recruited to subtelomeres and telomeres to fulfill its replication
functions. The sensitivity of the stn1-226 strain to DNA-damaging
agents may also suggest that Stn1-Ten1 is required genome-wide per-
haps at specific sites to restart stalled forks, as is the CST complex in
human cells (12). Thus, it is possible that Stn1-Ten1 binds directly to
ssDNA or necessitates the presence of a sumoylated partner.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Strains and plasmids
The fission yeast strains and plasmids used in this study are listed in
tables S1 and S2, respectively. To generate the stn1-226 allele that carries
mutations 226ILAL229 to 226AAAA229, we cloned a genomic DNA frag-
ment containing the stn1+ gene into pJK210 plasmid using primers:
546FwStn1XhoI, 5′-gatcctcgagTTAAAAAATTTTTCTATTGTCAG-
CAATCG-3′; 547RevStn1BamHI, 5′-gatcggatccCTCATGACTTCCAAC-
TATAATAATC-3′ (53). The pJK210-stn1 plasmid wasmutagenized
to create the pJK210-stn1-226. The Pac I–linearized pJK210-stn1-
226 plasmid was transformed into aWT strain, and cells were plated
on minimum medium lacking uracil. Ura4+ cells were streaked on
5-fluoroorotic acid plate to force direct-repeat recombination between
stn1+ and stn1-226 alleles. stn1-226 allele was verified by sequencing.
C-terminal epitope tagging was performed by one-step homologous
insertion (54).

Telomere length analysis by Southern blotting
GenomicDNAwas prepared and digested byApa I or EcoRI, separated
on 1.2% agarose gel, and then transferred onto a Hybond-XL mem-
brane, as previously described (36). After transfer, the membrane was
hybridized with radiolabeled telomeric and subtelomeric (STE1) probes
(55). A chromosomic probe was also used as a loading control. It corre-
sponded to a genomic region of chromosome II that could be amplified
by the following primers: 679, 5′-GATTTCGGGGTCCAGGAAAC-3′;
680, 5′-CTGTTCGTAATCGAAGATGGG-3′. This probe revealed a
2.4-kbp fragment when genomic DNA was digested with Apa I.

Chromatin immunoprecipitation
ChIPs were performed as previously described (36). 9E10 anti-myc
(Santa Cruz Biotechnology), M2 anti-Flag (Sigma-Aldrich), and anti-
V5 (Invitrogen) mouse monoclonal antibodies were used. Input and
immunoprecipitated DNAs were spotted onto a Hybond-XL mem-
brane before hybridization with a radiolabeled telomeric probe.
Values corresponded to the immunoprecipitated signal normalized
to input signal.

Y2H assay
Yeast strains were derived from EGY48 (MATa, ura3, his3, trp1, and
LexAop(x6)-LEU2) containing the pSH18-34 (LexAop(x8)-LacZ, URA3,
and ampr) plasmid. The fission yeast complementary DNA (cDNA)
of interest was cloned into the pJG4-5 (B42-AD, TRP1, and ampr)
and the pEG202 [LexA(1–202)DNA-BD, HIS3, and ampr] and cotrans-
formed into EGY48 + pSH18-34 strain and plated onto -URA-TRP-
HIS medium. To monitor protein interaction, clones were spotted
onto 3% Gal-URA-TRP-HIS-LEU and 3% Gal-URA-TRP-HIS-Xgal
(80 mg/ml) plates. Plates were incubated at 30°C for 2 to 4 days. For
b-galactosidase enzyme measurement, the equivalent of 2 U of OD600
Matmati et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaar2740 16 May 2018
(optical density at 600 nm) of cell suspension grown in 3% Gal-URA-
TRP-HIS were collected, washed once, and suspended in 800 ml of Z-
buffer (pH 7.5; 10mMKCI, 1mMMgSO4, 50mM2-mercaptoethanol,
and 100 mM sodium phosphate). Then, 30 ml of chloroform and 20 ml
0.1% SDS were added. Four hundred microliters of o-nitrophenyl-b-D-
galactopyranoside (4 mg/ml in Z-buffer) was added, and incubation
was continued at 30°C until a detectable yellow color was formed.
The reaction was terminated by the addition of 500 ml of 1 M Na2CO3,
and absorbance at 420 nmwasmeasured. One unit of b-galactosidase is
defined as the amount that hydrolyzes 1 mmol of o-nitrophenyl-b-D-
galactopyranoside to o-nitrophenol and D-galactose perminute per cell.

Pulse-field gel electrophoresis
PFGE was performed as previously described (56).

2D-gel electrophoresis
2D-gel electrophoresis was performed as described by Noguchi et al.
(57). For the analysis of telomeres, 10 mg of DNA was digested with
60 U of Nsi I. For the analysis of the RFB region, 5 mg of DNA was
digestedwith 60U of BamHI. PrecipitatedDNAwas run on 0.4% agar-
ose gel for the first dimension and on 1% agarose gel for the second
dimension. Gels were transferred to Hybond-XL membranes, which
were probedwith the STE1 probe or the 1.35-kbp Eco RI–Eco RI rDNA
fragment.

In-gel hybridization
In-gel hybridization was performed as previously described (58) by using
a G-rich probe (675, 5′-GATCGGGTTACAAGGTTACGTGGTTA-
CACG-3′) and a C-rich probe (676, 5′-CGTGTAACCACGTAACC-
TTGTAACCCGATC-3′). A chromosomic probe was also used as a
loading control. It corresponded to a genomic region of chromosome II that
could be amplified by the following primers: 761, 5′-TAGGATGAAAG-
GAAGAACCG-3′; 762: 5′-GTACTTTACCGGATCATCTCTC-3′. This
probe revealed a 1.1-kbp fragment when genomic DNA was digested
with Nsi I.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/4/5/eaar2740/DC1
table S1. Fission yeast strains used in this study.
table S2. Plasmids used in this study.
fig. S1. Comparison of Stn1-226 with other Stn1 mutants.
fig. S2. Deletion of rif1+ and exo1+ restores viability of stn1-226 allele.
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